Copy the sentences. Correct the underlined verbs.

a) The boy hurted his knee.
b) I seen him yesterday.
c) She give me some crisps.
d) The children done some sums.
e) The house was shook by an explosion.
f) The leaves was falling.

Copy these sentences. Put in the missing commas.

a) In the park we saw dogs cats ducks and squirrels.
b) At the shop I got some apples pears oranges and bananas.
c) Tom likes curry spaghetti pizzas and hamburgers.
d) In his tool kit the man had a hammer a saw a screwdriver and a drill.

Write these sets of ‘le’ words in alphabetical order.

a) circle bundle handle dangle gurgle
b) ladle rifle stumble tangle jangle
c) middle bubble fizzle cuddle little hassle

Write these synonyms in pairs, according to meaning.

enormous hoax abandon smooth weak leave
feeble sleek trick huge

Add ‘ing’ to these verbs. Make any changes needed.

a) watch  b) hug  c) bake  d) tap  e) bite  f) draw
g) write  h) pin

Copy and underline the phoneme in each of these words. Add some more words to each list containing the same phonemes. Use a dictionary to check.

a) claw, door, caught, short, more
b) cow, sound, allow, crown, loud, pouch
c) chair, care, pear, wear, stare, fair

a) Write the names of the months of the year in your book. Check their spellings at the back of this book.
b) Use the Look, say, cover, write, check method to help you learn those that you got wrong.